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With the facts that are known in regard to the clinical history 
of diphtheria and those which they hadl determined in their 
research, it is easy to make out a theory of the disease which 
reconciles all existing differences of opinion and seems to be true. 

A child gets a catarrhal anaina or trachitis. Under the stimu- 
lation of the inflammation products the inert microcoeci in the 
mouth begin to grow; and, if the conditions be favorable, the 
sluggish plant may be finially transformed into an active organism, 
and a self-generated diphtheria results. It is plain that if this be 
correct there must be every grade.of case between one which is 
fatal and one which is checked before it fairly passes the bounds 
of an ordinary sore throat. Every practitioner knows that such 
diversity does exist, Again, conditions outsi(le of the body 
favoring the passage of inert into active micrococci may exist, 
and the air at last become well loaded with organisms, which, 
alighting upon the tender throats of children, mnay begin to grow 
and themselves produce violent angina, trachitis, and finally fatal 
diphtheria. 

In the first instance we have endemic diphtheria as we see it in 
Philadelphia; in the second, the malignant epidemic form of the 
disease as it existed in Ludington. It is also apparent that in the 
endemic cases the plant whose activity has been developed within 
the patient may escape with the breath, and a second case of 
diphtheria be produced by contagion. It is also plain that as the 
plant gradually in such a case passes from the inert to the active 
state, ther e must be degrees of activity in the coiitagium, o-ne case 
being more apt to give the disease than is another; also that the 
malignant diphtheria must be more contagious than the mild 
endemic cases. 

OCTOBER 18. 

The President, DR. RUSCHENBERGTER in the chair. 

Twenty-seven persons present. 

A paper entitled " Revision of the Tertiary Species of Area of 
the Eastern and Southern United States," by Angelo Heilprin, 
was presented for puiblication. 

The death of Dr. Benj. HI. Coates, a member, was announced. 

Notes on Mistletoes.-Mr. THOMAS MEEHAN called attention to 
some fine specimens on the table of Phoradendron juniperum, 
var. Libocedri Engelmann, and Arceuthobium occidentale var. 
abietinumn Engelmanin, from Washoe Valley, Nevada, conitributed 
by Mrs. Ross Lewers of Franktown and said it might be worth 
noting a few facts in relation to Mistletoes, which, though perhaps 
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not wholly new to specialists, did not seem to be generally 
known. 

The Mistletoe of the Eastern States had a general resemiblanice 
to that of Europe, Viscuin album; but the old genus Viscumn had 
been divided by modern botanists, although the lines of distinc- 
tion were somewhat artificial. We had two genera, Phoradendron 
and Arceuthobium. Among the leadinog distinctions might be 
mentioned that the European branch of the family, Viscum, as 
now restricted, had the anther open by three pores on slits, our 
Phoradendron by two, while the Arceuthobium had but onie. 
There were other slight diff6rences in pollen grains, cotyledons, 
and form of the fruits. T he European Mistletoe is usually 
founded oni deciduous trees onily, an instance beino, recorded 
where it had been found on the Scotch pine in Germany, and its 
American representative, Phoradendron flavescens N uttall, seemed 
also confined to deciduous trees ancd shrubs,' This extends across 
the continent, a form being foiund on the Pacific coast still con- 
fined to deciduous plants; while aniother genus, Arceuthobium, 
seems wholly confilned to the coniferous trees which are mixed 
with the deciduous ones. The name Arceuthobium is suggestive of 
this fact, it being derived from two Greek words signifying " living 
on the juniper." Phoradendron, on the other hand, meaning simply 
"living on, or stealing from trees." Arceuthobium, however, did 
not live wholly on junipers. In the herbarium of the Academy was 
a specimen of A. occidentale, growing on Juniperus occidentalis- 
these Nevada specimens were oln Pinusponderosa. The specimens 
of Phoradendron juniperinum were growing on Libocedrus decur- 
rens, which, by the way, was, he believed, the first time this pretty 
cupressineous tree had been reported from the State of Nevada. 
Among the differences noted by Engelmann in the botany of 
California, between Phoradendron and Arceuthobium, was that 
while the former flowered ina February and March, and matured 
its fruit "n iext winter," the fruit of the Californian species 
opened in the summer, and did not mature till the " second 
autumn." The European Mistletoe was stated by Bentham to 
open in spring, andi perhaps this was so; it was formerly supposed 
to be the case with the American Phoradendronflavescens, but 
Mr. Win. Canlby had shown to the Academy recently, that in 
Delaware the flowers opened in the fall, and the fruit matured in 
the autumn of the following year, or just one year afterward. 
The flowers and fiuit were on the trees at the same time together. 
If this were general with Phoradendron, it still lessened the dis- 
tinctions between the genera. Usually Phoradendron bore leaves, 
while Arceuthobium was leafless-but the Libocedrus parasite 
was as destituite of leaves as an Arceuthobium, anid the common 
observer would see little in their general aspects to distinguish 

1 Mr. Jos. Jeanes believes he saw a specimen some years ago on Abies 
Canadensis. 
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them. But there was one great difference in the genus, at least 
as represented by these two species. In opening the box which 
contained the specimens, the whole mass was covered with a 
dense viscid secretion, which rendered it very difficult to separate 
one branch from another. On leaving the lid open a little while, 
the watery particles soon evaporated, leaving a dry gummy 
deposit over the whole surface. While this was going on, the 
seecds were ejected with great force from their endocarps, being 
projected against the face with such force as to leave a stinging 
sensation. Dr. Engelmann has noted this power of ejection in 
the berries of this plant. The Phoradendron exhibited no trace 
of any such power, though there seemed to be little difference in 
the structure of the berries. The facts raised a nice teleological 
questioni. Birds did not seem to uise the berries. As they were 
so viscid that the famous bird-lime is made from some species, 
it is probable the very viscidity would i)revent the free use of the 
beak in any attempt to use the seeds. But it was believed that 
by becoming attached to the feet or feathers of bilds, the seeds 
were widely distributed, and that in this way the plant had all the 
adlvantage necessary for distribution in the " struggle for life." 
But Arceuthobiumn, besides all the advantages to be derived from 
this mode of distribution, had an additional aid from a projecting 
force. 

Did Arceuthobium at one time exist when or where there were 
no birds, and had it to depend on projection alone for its dis- 
tributiug power, and is the viscidity a later development? Did 
Phoradendron once possess the power, and has it'abandoned it 
fromli havingf through the ages fouind out that it travels well 
enough without its exercise ? Or is it rather, as the speaker him- 
self inclined to believe, that nature loved to aim expressly at 
variety, and was continually exhibiting her power to accomplish 
the same end by a wonderful variety of means ? But whatever 
miglht be thought of the various theories of development, anid 
the laws of final causes wlhich may have operated to produce 
changes, there could be but little dotubt but parasitism was an 
acquired habit, and the endeavor to find out what these plants 
were, and how they belhaved before they were parasites, was fast 
becoming one of the most interesting of biological stuclies. 

The seeds ejected from the endocarp in Arceuthobium fastened 
themselves to the branclhes of trees by a glutinous mass at one 
end. This end was opposite to the radlicle, which, in germinating, 
would have to puish out from above, and cutrve downwar ds towards 
the branch in order to attach itself. He had not seen them during 
the process of germination, but as the testaceous covering was 
held fast by the glutinous secretion, it is probable the cotyledons 
would be drawn out as the plumule took its upright position, 
leaving the testa as an empty case fastened to the branch. Pre- 
suming that this must be the case with other Loranthaceous 
plants, it was difficult to understand the process by which the 
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East Indian species performed the locomotive feat recently noted 
by Dr. Watt, and which from its remarkable nature has had a wide 
publication. It was reported as the observation of Dr. Watt that 
a seecd falling on and becoming attached to the coriaceous leaf 
of a Mermecylon, would send out its radicle, which, curving down, 
formecl a flattenied disk by which it attached itself to the leaf. 
But, as if it knew that a leaf could not perianently support a 
perennial plant, the cotyledons were lifted and turned to the other 
side, when the end with the disk moved to another place, and in this 
way, the seed traveled to a more favorable spot. Without reflecting 
on the observation, Mr. Meelhan believed it should be repeated in 
order to be sure of no mistake. In all plants in otur country 
which fastened to an object through a disk at the end of a rootlet 
or tendril, as in Amrnpelopsis and Bignonia capreolata, the attach- 
meut was made while the disk was forming. A disk once formed, 
did not reattach itself to an object wlhen removed from the originial 
spot. In like manner the cotyledons, once removed from the 
endocairps, would have no viscidity with which to form a resisting 
power while the disk was unfasteniing itself from its undesirable 
location. There was, however, so much of singular behavior in 
the Mistletoe family that further observations were very desirable. 

Dr. Geo H. Horn observed that the Mistletoe which was para- 
sitic on the "lMesquite" in Arizona (Phoradendron Californi- 
cum?), ha( flowers and fruit together in the auitumn. 

Mr. Geo. W. Holstein observed that this was also the case with 
the species (Phoradendron fiaveseens?) which grew on the elms 
in Texas. 

Dimorphism in a WVillow.-Mr. THOMAS MEEHAN called atten- 
tion to branches of a willow on the table, presente(d by a member, 
Mr. Edwarcl Potts, which were gathered by his brother from one 
plant in the Adirondacks. Besides the certainty that they were 
from one plant, for which Mr. Potts was willing to vouch, he 
observed that the bud(ls and other points indicated a community 
of origin. But while the nornmal leaves were broadly ovate- 
about two iniches long by over one broad-the leaves on the other 
branch, though quite as long, were not over a line wide. The 
species so far as one could judge of a willow having mere leaves, 
appeared to be kSalix reticulata. Dimorphism in foliage, is not 
uncommon in many trees, but it was worthi nioting that change by 
gradual modification was not the law in these variations. The 
*change of onie form to another quite dissimilar,was usually made 
by a wide leap, without any intermediate changes, and he believed 
this to be the rule in specific as well as individuial development. 
It was nothing against the doctrine of evolutioni that there were 
4 missing links." 

Occurrence qf the same species of Protozoa on both sides of the 
Atlantic.-Mr. RYDER remarked that cluring his sojourn at Cherry- 
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